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Stream Ecology 101 
  
What is a Watershed? 
The watershed of a stream or lake (also called a drainage basin or catchment) consists of the 
land area from which it is receives its water. A watershed is delineated (or marked) by high 
points in the landscape (mountains, hills and ridges) from which all water flows downhill to a 
low point such as a river, stream, pond, lake or wetland.   
 
Anywhere you stand in the world you are in a watershed. Each small stream in a landscape 
is surrounded by its own watershed. Each small stream is a tributary to a larger stream. 
Added together, such small watersheds make up the watershed for a larger stream or river. 
The Mississippi River watershed contains thousands of tributary watersheds that collectively 
cover about 1.2 million square miles or 34% of the land area of the United States. In the 
United States, tens of thousands of small or sub watersheds comprise 18 major watershed 
systems. The ultimate destination for all water draining is the ocean.   
 
Why delineate a Watershed? 
The quantity and quality of the water flowing into your study stream or lake depend on the 
uses of that water and the land within that watershed. The exception to this is watersheds 
that take water from another watershed through piping, pumping or tunnels. Then your 
watershed of interest might be larger than the physical drainage you live in. Whatever 
happens on the land above affects your sample station or favorite spot. Urbanization, 
deforestation, floods, fires, improper ranching, agriculture or mining practices, hydrological 
modifications like reservoirs influence the biological, chemical and physical habitat of a 
stream ecosystem.   
 
Colorado is unique in that it is only one of two states where water only flows out of the state; 
almost none flows into the state (three minor exceptions). Do you know the other state? It’s 
Hawaii. Colorado is a true headwater state, with water leaving this state affecting directly or 
indirectly 31 other states. Colorado has six major watersheds: Arkansas, Republican, South 
Platte, North Platte, Colorado and Rio Grande. 
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Even these watersheds can be divided into smaller watersheds. Take a look at the map 
below.  
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Next time you greet a friend, introduce yourself and tell them which watershed you live in.   
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Physical, Chemical and Biological Stream Attributes 

Pretend you are a fish and describe the physical, chemical and biological components of 
your habitat. Detail the physical attributes of the stream, the rocks in the streambed, the 
meander in the stream path, and the strength of the banks. Think about the chemical 
components of your environment, is it alkaline or acidic, high dissolved oxygen levels like 
those found in swift, turbid mountain streams, or lower levels of the plains where waters are 
slow and warm? Imagine the biologic components that depend on the river for all stages of 
their life cycle, the macroinvertebrates, mud snails, and submerged plant life vs. those 
components who occasionally visit the system for one part of their needs like a drinking deer 
or muskrat that catches the crawdad.  

 
What is the ecological significance of all these attributes? How are they related? Can you 
measure each of them if you had enough time, money and skill? The highlighted items are 
what we collect or analyze in River Watch. The (*) items would be considered background 
chemical parameters, or what you would expect to measure in a jar of fresh water anywhere 
in the world. The (**) items would either not be present, present in natural amounts (like a 
natural mineralized area) or not present in amounts harmful to aquatic life. Let’s look further. 

Physical Habitat Chemical Biological 
Substrate – size, boulder, rubble, 
cobble, gravel, sand, muck 

Temperature* Micro Organisms (bacteria, etc.) 

Sedimentation – deposits on the 
substrate 

pH* Macroinvertebrates 

Embeddedness – how tightly 
packed the substrate is 

Dissolved Oxygen* 
 Biological Oxygen Demand 

Zooplankton 

Riparian vegetation – type, 
width, health 

Dissolved organic Carbon* Aquatic Vegetation (algae, 
diatoms, periphyton to cattails) 

Bank stability Alkalinity* (HCO3-, CO32-) Fish 
Width – wet, bank full Hardness*(Ca2+, Mg2+) Otter, Beavers, etc. 
Depth Metals **   
Velocity – speed of water Nutrients** - sulfate, chloride, 

fluoride, nitrogen (total N, 
NH4, NH3+,NO3, NO2), 
phosphorus (Total P, Orth P) 

 

Gradient or slope Turbidity*, clarity, Total 
Suspended Solids, Total 
Dissolved Solids, Conductivity, 
Specific Conductance 

 

Discharge or Flow – volume of 
water 

Herbi’s, Fungi’s and Pesti’s 
(get it?) 

 

Amount of meandering or 
curving 

Petroleum Products  

Pool to Riffle Ratio Radioactive materials  
Width / depth ratio Pharmaceuticals  
Land use   
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Stream Order 
We can use a tool called Stream Order (Strahler 1985), to help us categorize streams in our 
watershed by size. Use Worksheet 1. Complete this worksheet using these rules:   
 
Rule 1: The stream increases in size only when like numbers join, 
A size 1 stream is a stream that is truly the origination of a river; no tributaries flow into it. 
When a size 1 stream flows into another size 1, the stream then becomes a size 2 below the 
confluence. 
 
Rule 2: The increase in size is only by one increment 
Imagine the worksheet is a watershed that drains into the ocean. Start labeling all size 1 
streams, then size 2 streams, and size 3 streams working your way down to the ocean.  
 
Rule 3: When unlike numbers join, the stream remains the higher number 

When a lower number stream, for example, a size 1 stream flows into a higher number 
stream, size 2, the stream remains a size 2 stream below the confluence. 

What is the size of the stream before it hits the ocean? If you answered 4, you got it! 

If you try this with your watershed, use county or topographic maps for a higher resolution.  
Place tracing paper on the map and in different colors, label the different stream sizes.  What 
does this mean? 

Streams sizes can be generalized into three major categories: 

 Small   Sizes 1-3 

 Medium  Sizes 4-6 

 Large  Sizes 7-12 

In Colorado, the larger rivers leaving the state are only a size 7 or 8. It’s interesting when you 
compare that to the Mississippi where the size of the mouth is a size 12. Anywhere in the 
world you would find in both stream miles and occurrence this ratio: 

 Small   Sizes 1-3     88% 

 Medium  Sizes 4-6     10% 

 Large  Sizes 7-12     2% 

Most rivers are small and feed into medium and those into large systems, a connected 
system.  Most dams occur on large and medium sizes and in Colorado, development all that 
interrupts a river systems connectivity and ability to process nutrients and other functions.  

How can we use this information? See the next topic.   
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Worksheet 1- Stream Order Worksheet 
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River Continuum Concept – Longitudinal River View 
 

The River Continuum Concept (RCC) (Vannote et al, 1980) is the concept that a river is a 
predictable physical, chemical and biological continuum of attributes. Stream order can 
illustrate this. Visualize how physical habitat can change from upstream to downstream. For 
example, as the stream widens downstream, it gets deeper, the velocity slows, the gradient 
lessens, and discharge increases.   

One common physical attribute in rivers is pool/riffle ratio. Pools are deep areas in the river 
where water slows and gathers. Riffles are shallow fast moving areas in the river that 
produce riffles in the water. The larger the river, the larger the pool/riffle ratio. 

Pool/riffle ratio in small streams is less than one because there are more riffles. In medium 
streams the ration is 1:1, equal. In large streams the pool riffle ratio is greater than one as the 
river becomes a moving lake.   

Chemical attributes change as you travel downstream. Some of these changes can include:  

 chemistry parameters   

 temperature increases 

 dissolved oxygen decreases 

 turbidity goes up but clarity goes down 

 pH remains about the same (it may increase some) 

 most chemical variables increase 

Discuss why these changes occur.   

For biological attributes, the types of organisms might be the same. For example, there will 
always be micro and macro organisms, aquatic vegetation and fish, but the species might 
vary. In Colorado, fish species range from cutthroat trout, to brook trout, rainbow and brown 
trout, suckers, longnose dace, and sculpin, to warm water species like creek chubs, shiners, 
daces, and catfish. Colorado does not have large enough rivers to support large communities 
of zooplankton. Zooplankton occurs in our rivers as escapees of reservoirs or lakes. 

In small and medium streams, macroinvertebrate species will be dominated by the three 
indicators of clean cold water, mayflies, stoneflies and caddisflies. Black flies and other 
species do occur but in small numbers. These three clean cold water species disappear in 
large streams as the chemical and physical habitat components no longer support them. 
Larger river systems are dominated by black flies and species that prefer warmer and slower 
water and can tolerate a wider spectrum of chemical components.  

With macroinvertebrates we also can look at the continuum of their feeding niches, how they 
obtain food in addition to number and type of species. Based upon millions of years of 
evolution, macroinvertebrates developed different feeding niches, such as predators, grazers 
(little cows on the rock grazing Periphyton), collectors (build nets and the like to collect food) 
and shredders. In small rivers the food and energy source is Coarse Particulate Organic 
Matter (CPOM). There are many shredders (like your tomato plant eaten by an insect), few 
grazers because the stream is cold, often shaded, days are short, growing season short, not 
much primary productivity to produce any fine, small, broken down organic matter for food. 
Conversely, in medium size streams, the stream opens; primary productivity produces plenty 
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of Fine Particulate Organic Matter (FPOM). The mayflies, stoneflies and caddisflies are all 
there, but specialize more in grazing and collection methods for FPOM. There are still 
shredders, just not as many. Finally, in large rivers the macroinvertebrate community is 
primarily collectors and predators. Micro invertebrates change from primarily attached algae 
and mosses to aquatic plants, less attached algae, to floating phytoplankton.   

Small rivers cannot produce enough primary productivity or food to support all the organisms 
who live in them but they get enough organic debris and food from the surrounding 
landscape. These streams are dependent upon the surrounding watershed and 
allochthonous (non-native material, coming in from outside like sediment, leaves and twigs) 
or Coarse Particulate Organic Material (CPOM) like small twigs and leaves. Small rivers 
are heterotrophic (hetero means outside of systems) meaning they get their primary 
nutrients from outside of themselves. This means the surrounding landscape, how it is 
managed, the health and condition have a large impact on the food and health of small 
stream organism, an intimate relationship. 

As small rivers grow and become medium rivers, they widen and deepen and benefit from 
their collective richness and create an autotrophic system, (auto means self) meaning a 
medium size river can produce enough primary productivity inside itself to support itself. 
These streams are dependent upon the surrounding watershed and autochthonous (native 
material, produced from bacteria, algae and decomposition) or Fine Particulate Organic 
Material like small twigs and leaves. Support from the surrounding landscape is still essential 
but not the primary source.   

Medium rivers grow and become large river systems that are wide and deep enough to 
support themselves but cannot. Why? Think of the Mississippi River, deep and wide but 
turbid, so turbid that sunlight only reaches the top layers. Below the surface the river 
becomes anaerobic, no oxygen and no primary productivity. These rivers return to 
heterotrophic systems. Where do they get their primary productivity or food primarily? It is 
not from the surrounding landscape but from all the medium and small streams that comprise 
and feed it literally. The surrounding landscape and land use is very important still and often 
due to flood control these systems are cut off from those ecosystems. Dams and diversion as 
well as land use can interrupt this vital connection for aquatic life. 

 

See Figure 1A and 1B to illustrate the RCC.   
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Figure 1A 
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Figure 1B Stream Corridor Overview 
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Worksheet 2 is an exercise to see if you understand the RCC, make your predictions and 
provide rationale. More concepts regarding a longitudinal view of the river including drainage 
patterns, channel forms, pools and riffles and the vegetation corridor follow.   
 

Worksheet 2 – River Continuum Predictions 

River Watch River Continuum Predictions  
 

Parameter    In Downstream 
Direction? 

Why? 

C H E M I C A L 
Temperature   

Dissolved O2   

pH   

Alkalinity   

Hardness   

Metals   

TSS   

Total Nitrogen,    

Ammonia   

Total Phosphorus   

Chloride   

Sulfate   
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Parameter    In Downstream 

Direction? 
Why? 

P H Y S I C A L   H A B I T A T 
Flow   

Stream Width   

Stream Depth   

Riparian Zone Width   

Riparian Vegetation 
Type 

  

Stream Substrate 
Size 

  

Pools   

Riffles   

Sedimentation   

Embeddedness   

Canopy Shade   

Bank Stability   

Width/Depth Ratio   
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Parameter    In Downstream 
Direction? 

Why? 

B I O L O G I C A L 
Bacteria   

Fine Particulate 
Organic Matter 

  

Coarse Particulate 
Organic Matter 

  

Periphyton/algae   

Stoneflies   

Mayflies   

Caddisflies   

Dipterans (black 
flies) 

  

Trout   

Minnows   
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Longitudinal View  

The following excerpt is from Stream Corridor Restoration Principles, Processes, and 
Practices by The Federal Interagency Stream Restoration Working Group. October 1998. 
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River Physical Structure at Multiple Land & Time Scales 
 

As you saw above, rivers can be viewed on a longitudinal scale, from upstream to 
downstream. Another useful physical structure view of the river ecosystem is from a 
landscape scale. There are a number of landscape scales to view your river. Pretend you are 
at your station and a balloon carries you away. At first you can see for 10-20 miles, then 50-
100 miles; you see more and more the higher you rise.   

These landscape views are generally characterized as site specific or right on the ground at 
your station, slightly larger would be the stream reach you station is located within, then the 
sub-watershed, a larger landscape watershed or regional scale. All of these scales provide 
different information and useful management units.   

Another perspective is to view your river over time. You can view any landscape scale 
perspective overtime. This provides valuable information as well.   

Review the information provided below for more detail.  

The following excerpt is from Stream Corridor Restoration Principles, Processes, and 
Practices by The Federal Interagency Stream Restoration Working Group. October 1998. 
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Lateral View of the Stream Corridor 
 

Another view of the river is a lateral cross section. The lateral view is looking at stream 
channel size, flow, ground water relationships, and relationships to the flood plain; 
transitional upland; and vegetation along the stream corridor; and introducing the flood pulse 
concept.  

Another valuable view of your river ecosystem is to pretend you took a really large knife and 
cut right through your stream at a 90 degree angle, and could stop the flow, and pick up that 
stream and look at the cross section you just cut. This cross section could be as large as the 
stream width, riparian zone next to the stream, and the upland ecosystem adjacent to the 
riparian zone and stream.  

This cross section would be a lateral view of the stream corridor. You could look at stream 
channel size, shape, flow, relationships between surface and ground water, relationship of 
the river, riparian zone and upland floodplain chemically, physically and biologically. In this 
section below we also introduce the flood pulse concept.     

The following excerpt is from Stream Corridor Restoration Principles, Processes, and 
Practices by The Federal Interagency Stream Restoration Working Group. October 1998 
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Worksheet 3 – The Big Picture, Mike Wilde, Glenwood Springs HS 
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Worksheet 4 – Test Your Water Knowledge 
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Worksheet 4 Answers – Test Your Water Knowledge 
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Worksheet 5 – Know Your Own Biological Address 
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